openQA Tests - action #40337
[functional][u] test failing to add systemd test repo - missing QA repo for Leap 15.1
28/08/2018 02:39 pm - Inussel

Status: Rejected
Priority: Low
Assignee: SLindoMansilla
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: future
Difficulty:

Start date: 28/08/2018
Due date:
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.1-DVD-x86_64-suse_patches-systemd_testsuite@64bit fails in systemd_testsuite

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 270.3

Expected result

Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 29/08/2018 07:21 am - Inussel

same in systemd_testsuite

#2 - 11/09/2018 06:46 am - okurz

- Subject changed from zypper_ar and kdump_and_crash disagree about repo names to [functional][y] zypper_ar and kdump_and_crash disagree about repo names
- Target version set to Milestone 20

sounds related to "download.o.o changes"?

#3 - 26/09/2018 05:17 am - okurz

This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: suse_patches-systemd_testsuite
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/759957

#4 - 10/10/2018 05:18 am - okurz
This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: suse_patches-systemd_testsuite
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/768610

#5 - 11/10/2018 03:24 pm - riafarov
- Subject changed from [functional][z] zypper_ar and kdump_and_crash disagree about repo names to [functional][u] test failing to add systemd test repo
- Description updated

Part with kdump was resolved here: #40286, hijacking for systemd failure, which has different root cause.

#6 - 26/10/2018 05:41 am - okurz

This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: suse_patches-systemd_testsuite
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/781753

#7 - 09/11/2018 06:24 am - okurz

This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: suse_patches-systemd_testsuite
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/790052

#8 - 21/11/2018 03:43 pm - SLindoMansilla

A new package branched from Leap 15


needs to be created for Leap 15.1


#9 - 21/11/2018 03:46 pm - okurz
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- Assignee set to SLindoMansilla
- Priority changed from High to Low
- Target version changed from Milestone 20 to Milestone 22

I moved the scenario to the development job group for now.

@SLindoMansilla I assume you will track the package addition?

20/03/2020
#10 - 21/11/2018 03:59 pm - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from Feedback to Workable

eyes

#11 - 27/11/2018 11:26 am - SLindoMansilla
- Subject changed from [functional][u] test failing to add systemd test repo to [functional][u] test failing to add systemd test repo - missing QA repo for Leap 15.1
- Status changed from Workable to In Progress

#12 - 27/11/2018 11:56 am - SLindoMansilla

Leap 15.1 is still using systemd 234 like Leap 15.0:

The same package build can be reused.

The test module needs to be adapted for that.

#13 - 27/11/2018 03:24 pm - SLindoMansilla

PR to reuse Leap 15.0 systemd testsuite for Leap 15.1: https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/6302

#14 - 27/11/2018 06:45 pm - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback

#15 - 28/11/2018 08:23 am - SLindoMansilla

PR to require $qa_head_repo is always set before continue: https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/6305

#16 - 14/12/2018 12:35 pm - SLindoMansilla
- Related to action #45158: [systemd] Implement systemd testsuite as openQA perl module added

#17 - 14/12/2018 12:36 pm - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from Feedback to Workable

PR merged.

#18 - 14/12/2018 12:46 pm - SLindoMansilla

With all the problems described in #45158 and that https://build.opensuse.org/package/show/devel:openSUSE:QA-Leap:15/systemd-v234-testsuite is no more linked by https://build.suse.de/package/show/QA:Head/systemd-v234-testsuite. The fixes to the custom test suite provided by tblume are no more submitted into Leap's repository, and there is even no repository for 15.1 to differ from 15.

#19 - 19/12/2018 10:06 am - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from Workable to Blocked

Blocked by #45158

#20 - 19/12/2018 10:06 am - SLindoMansilla
- Related to deleted (action #45158: [systemd] Implement systemd testsuite as openQA perl module)

#21 - 19/12/2018 10:07 am - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #45158: [systemd] Implement systemd testsuite as openQA perl module added

#22 - 17/02/2019 10:01 pm - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 22 to future

#23 - 13/01/2020 01:31 pm - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from Blocked to In Progress

#24 - 13/01/2020 01:31 pm - SLindoMansilla

Too late, Leap 15.1 is already released and 15.2 is the version in development.

#25 - 13/01/2020 01:33 pm - mgriessmeier
- Blocked by deleted (action #45158: [systemd] Implement systemd testsuite as openQA perl module)

#26 - 13/01/2020 01:35 pm - mgriessmeier
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback

#27 - 13/01/2020 01:35 pm - mgriessmeier
- Status changed from Feedback to Rejected